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	Solutions  			Our Solutions
	If you’re looking for a Recruiting Partner who maximizes your time and reduces cost while providing you with the best results, look no further.


	ALL IN ONE
	Source – > Interview -> Technical Test -> Receive a detailed report. Reduce your cost and time by only conducting the cultural fit interview.
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		Tech Recruiting
	Working with your company on a search and selection service to deliver the best talent on the market on a per placement fee basis.


	Project Hiring
	For businesses experiencing a short-term peak of hiring and wanting to control the process or costs.


	High-Volume RPO
	This high-volume hiring strategy delivers a great candidate and hiring-manager experience. By combining mobile and intelligent automation to hire them at volume, speed and scale.


	Outsourcing
	The most popular reasons for outsourcing any project is to have an access to expert knowledge and experience that present employees may not offer.




		Pricing
	Full Transparency and no hidden costs.


	Tech StaQ Community
	Hire Fast and Cost Effecient! Find your next Gem between our pre-screened candidates.
 








	Careers  			Jobs
	Apply to the latest opportunities we have all over the place!
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		Join Our Community
	Sign up to our community and avoid lengthy interview processes and re-doing assessments!


	Refer a Techie
	Refer a friend or a colleague who his on a hideout and earn some money on the way!




		JOIN OUR TEAM
	We’re reinventing outdated Recruitment and RPO models by taking a people-focused approach. Our team always comes first and that’s why we put so much emphasis on career development.








	Insight  			About Us
	Where innovation meets expertise! At Tech StaQ, we’re more than just a company; we’re a dynamic force dedicated to revolutionizing the way businesses navigate the evolving landscapes of talent acquisition and human resources.
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		Blog
	Dive into a world where knowledge meets strategy, and join us on a journey of navigating the ever-evolving landscapes of talent acquisition. Let’s explore, learn, and build exceptional teams together. Welcome to the future of HR insights at Tech StaQ!
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		Insight
	Explore concise, impactful insights that redefine the way you approach talent acquisition, where we share real-life data obtained through candidates and hiring managers. Let’s delve into a world where knowledge fuels innovation
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	Contact Us
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Aiiiii You may have mistyped the address or the page may have moved! Maybe go back our to our home page or you up for a code challenge?
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Cookie Settings
We and selected third parties use cookies or similar technologies for technical purposes and, with your consent, for other purposes as specified in our Privacy Policy.
 You can freely give, deny, or control your consent at any time..
Cookie SettingsAccept


Manage consent
   Close Privacy Overview
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.

 

  Necessary   Necessary
 Always Enabled
 Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.





  Functional   Functional

 Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.



  Performance   Performance

 Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.



  Analytics   Analytics

 Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.



  Advertisement   Advertisement

 Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.



  Others   Others

 Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
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